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1st INFOPACK  

Re-musit 

Erasmus + K.A.1 Youth exchange 

Nea Moudania -Greece (19-28 of May 2017) 

 

Welcome on board!! ☺ 

The NGO “You in Europe” is going to host the Youth exchange “Re-

musit”.  

30 participants + 6 leaders from 6 countries (Greece, Bulgaria, Romania, 

Poland, Portugal and Spain) will meet in Nea Moudania Halkidiki from 19 to 

28 of May 2017. 

 

The aim of the project 

Music has no borders!!! 

This moto motivated us to invite you in another alternative way to play 

music, through the construction of music instruments from recycled 

items and trash!!!! 

For 10 days young people will cooperate and work together in order to 

create their unique music instruments from trash and recycled items. The 

main purpose is to prepare their own music composition, which they will 

present to the local people and visitors in an open event.  

The whole exchange will be based on methods of non-formal learning, 

meaning that participants will take an active role in the learning process. 

This means that we have an active, participatory, non-academic approach 

with as many outdoor based activities as possible! 

We expect that participants will exchange views, build experiences 

together and share opinions on the transformative power of music 

towards mutual understanding and tolerance and also about how we can 
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cultivate a re-use/re- cycle attitude in order to be more self-sufficient 

and ecologically aware. 

 

A variety of methods will be used including energizers, role plays, 

interactive presentations, artistic interventions, interactive exercises, 

task-based learning, reflection and discussion.  

 

Target group 

5  participants (age 18-25) + 1 group leader  per country. Please keep the 

gender balance as much as you can  

It is preferable (not necessary) some of your participants to play a 

musical instrument and of course they can bring it.  

 

Venue of the project 

The project will be held in Bambola apartments, in Nea Moudania Halkidiki 

   

http://www.booking.com/hotel/gr/bambola.en-

us.html?aid=357006;label=gog235jc-hotel-XX-gr-bambola-unspec-gr-

com-L%3Ael-O%3Aunk-B%3Aunk-N%3Ayes-

S%3Abo;sid=f2649ab980c49cfce4de65752d594696;dcid=4;type=total& 
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Travel info and budget 

The nearest airport is Thessaloniki airport "Makedonia" (SKG).  

The amount that we cover for travel expenses, regarding the distance 

calculator, for each country and for each participant is: 

 

Bulgaria:      up to  80 € pp 

Romania:      up to 170 € pp 

Poland:         up to 170 € pp 

Portugal:      up to 270 € pp 

Spain:          up to 270 € pp 

 

From Thessaloniki you can reach Nea Moudania by bus. One way ticket 

cost 7 €. 

http://www.ktel-chalkidikis.gr/index.php?act=viewCat&catId=1022 

 

** Please be aware that the 19 of May is the arrival day and 28 of May is 

the departure day of the project.  

** If you would like to stay more days in Greece by your own expenses, 

you could book your ticket MAX 2 days before the project and MAX 2 

days after. 

**Please send us your travel plan before your final booking, in order to 

confirm it.  

** YOU CAN BOOK YOUR TICKETS AFTER THE 1ST OF FEBRUARY 2017 

 

That’s for start☺. You are going to have further information shortly. 

 

Do not hesitate to contact us for any question or clarification 

The YOU in EUROPE  team 

Vasilis- Grigoris- Stavroula-Ioanna 
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Our phone numbers for contact: 

Ioanna: +306945860682 

Vasislis: +306942869970 

Grigoris: +306972157784 

Stavroula: +306937240180 


